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I. INTRODUCTION
Order reduction of dynamic systems is an area of research that receives considerable attention in the literature [1]-141. Among the various model reduction methods, those of the algebraic type are computationally more attractive. These include, for example, the Pad; class of methods like the continued fraction expansion 151, time moments [q, and Pad6 approximations [7] . It was shown [SI that, under certain mild conditions, these methods yield the same Pad6 approximants, the direct Pad6 approximation being the more general one. Moment approximants [SI involve a time-domain criterion of approximation and Pad6 a p proximation can therefore be seen as a computational procedure for obtaining moment approximants in their Laplace transforms.
However, being mostly approximations about a single frequency point (s+O), the algebraic methods may yield poor whole frequency response characteristics. Modified Pade approximations at two frequency points (s+O, s+m) were suggested to deal with this problem [9] , [lo] . Furthermore, some of the Pad& methods may produce an unstable reducedorder model even though the high-order system is stable. The Routh approximation method [ 1 I], [12] is a procedure for dealing with this problem.
In this paper, reduced-order modeling of linear, time-invariant, singleinput, single-output systems is obtained over a desiredfieqwncy interval. The method also enables the selection of stable and minimal phase models (low-order models can also be designed with prescribed poles and zeros; details may be found in [131) . All this is being accomplished by manipulating two Chebyshev polynomial series, one representing the frequency characteristics of the high-order system and the other representing the approximating low-order model. The underlying idea can be regarded as a generalization of the classical Pad6 approximations, with the Chebyshev polynomial series expansion being over a desired frequenqv interval instead of a power series about a single frequency point
Two different approaches to the problem are considered. In the first (Section II), the problem is dealt with in the s-plane and the squared amplitude of the transfer function is expanded by a Chebyshev polynomial series and approximated to the desired order by Maebly's method [14] . In the second approach (Section 119, modified Chebyshev polynomials are introduced, labeled Darlington polynomials [15] , and used to expand the gain of the high-order transfer function and its reduced-order model. By a special transformation to a new plane, the original problem of generalized Pad6 approximation becomes the (simple) classical Padk problem.
Two characteristics of the Chebyshev polynomial expansion make the proposed method very attractive. The first is that a truncated Chebyshev series has better convergence than a truncated power series of the same length. The second is that a Chebyshev series has very good (near minimax) accuracy over its interval of expansion in comparison with other possible choices of orthogonal polynomial series expansions over the same interval, and with the accuracy at a single point of the Taylor series expansion.
Thus, the two approaches proposed in this paper, which can be viewed as generalized Chebyshev-Pad6 approximations, are very attractive model reduction procedures in the frequency domain. Their advantage over existing methods is that they produce reduced-order models over a desired frequency interval which can be selected to be also stable and of minimal phase. Nevertheless, the second approach turns out to be superior to the first since it combines the superiority of Chebyshev polynomial expansion over a desired frequency interval with the simplicity and flexibility of the classical Padk approximation.
Only low-pass amplitude approximations are considered in this paper.
However, the method allows extensions to bandpass and high-pass approximations 1161, with the second approach having the advantage since it requires only minor changes in the computational algorithm.
APPROXIMATIONS IN THE s-pLANE

A. Chebyshec Polynomials
Consider the following nth order Chebyshev polynomials where si' and s, ! ' are the ith zero and pole, respectively. In the sequel, the symbol ( m / n } d l be used to denote a transfer function of the form (2.9).
The following representative quantities related to (2.9) will be referred to in the sequel; let s=& 1) The amplitude of G(s) is denoted by IG@)l.
2 
Comparing of the coefficient of p further polynomials yields where /3k+r=0 for k + r > p . Equation ( 
C. Stable Reduced-Order Models
If the given system (2.9) has poles and zeros in the left-hand side of the s-plane, the method described so far enables the selection of the reduced-order model such that it too would have poles and zeros in the left-hand side of the s-plane.
After determiningthe pi and a , coefficients, i=1,2;--,p; j = 1,2, , k, we have H(w2) which could be written in s2 as where N(s3 and D(s2) are k andp order polynomials, respectively. Let P(s) and Q(s) be k and p order polynomials, respectively, whose zeros are the square roots of the zeros with negative real parts of N(s3 and ~( s 3 , respectively. Hence, A'(*= P(s)P( -s) and D(s2) = Q(s)Q( -s) and the low-order {k/p} approximation of G(s) can be selected to be stable and minimal phase, namely
III. APPROXIMATIONS IN THE Z-PLANE
A. Darlington Polynomials
Consider the following nth order modified Chebyshev polynomials, to be referred to in the sequel as Darlington polynomials [15] :
and can be shown to be related to Chebyshev polynomials by [17] D,(x) =j"T,(x), n 0,
Darlington polynomials are recursively related, are even for even n, and are odd for odd n, in complete analogy to the Chebyshev polynomial equations (2.2) and (2. Let z be a new variable z 2 exp ( j w ) .
(3.7)
Then, with s=jw, the relationship between s and z is obtained using (3.6~) as follows: By (3.8), s is invariant to replacing z by -l/z; hence, every point so in the s-plane maps into two points in the z-plane, za and -l/zo, such that one of them is inside and the other is outside the unit circle.
To obtain a one-to-one mapping, let C. Representing the System in the z-Plane (3.1 1)
Given the { m / n } system (2.9) and using the mapping (3.10) it can be shown that every
Hence., G(s) of (2.9) maps into
where (3.12) (3.13) (3.14)
The following representative quantities, related to (3.12), are of inter- est and in analogy with those defined for G(s) by (2.10)-(2.14); let 1 1 1 = 1.
1) The quantity
has an analogous form to H ( w 3 of (2.1 1).
2) By (3.12), the gain and phase of G(s) in the z-plane have the form
Proposiiiom Let r,! and 5 ' ' be the r-plane zeros and poles corresponding to s; and $', the s-plane zeros and poles, respectively, i = 1,2 is transformed in the z-plane to a problem of power series expansion i=O (324b) (3.18a) Remarks: i) Whilst (3.19) and (3.20) hold for every s and z, (3.21) is valid for IzI= 1 only. Equations (322a), (3.23a), and (324a) hold for s = j w while (322b), (3.23b), and (3.24b) hold for 1z1=1.
ii) in (3.23) and in (3.24) are the even and odd terms, respectively, of the coefficients series ( 4 ) of (3.19)-(3.21).
2) AIgori!hm for series expansion of transfer funciions: Given the {m/n} system (2.9), assume that its zeros and poles, s,! and s ; , respec-(3.18b) tively, are known. Map them into the r-plane by the inverse transformation of (3.10) 
I )
Expanding in the r-plane: Given the { m/n} system (2.9), let g and J, the sign (+) or (-) being selected such that lzil > 1. Equation (3.25) g+jJ,=lnG(s). maps real, si = ui (complex conjugate pair, si = ui *ioi) s-plane points into real, zi = x j (complex conjugate pair, zi = x, ?hi) r-plane points.
A Darlington P0bomial series expansion desired Over the low-PaSs Consider (3.21a) and substitute (3.13) and (3.14) into it to yield frequency interval [O,wo] such that A typical term for a real pole (or zero) zi = x yields an expansion
To find the sequence (pi)? using (3.28):
i) z=0=3p0=ln(-0,,x/2) (3.29a) (note that -0+/2 > 0); tiOnS hi differentiating (3.28) with respect to z yields after some &pula- Notice that (3.41) represents the classicul Pudi upproximation problem
Equating the first k + 1 powers in (3.41) yields
where the coefficients d2i can be derived using the z-plane algorithm of Section 111-D2).
To find thep coefficients Si, i = 1,2,-. ,p (recall that So= l), further p
In the 2-plane, (3.34) is of the form (3.23b) powers are equated to yield
where C(z) is defined by (3.13) and (3.14).
Equation ( 
G. Summary of Conrputationaf Steps
The computational procedure that has to be followed basically involves two subroutines.
1) For computing Darlington coefficients using (3.36) and (3.28)-(3.31), and from these, using (3.39), thefii coefficients.
2) For deriving Pad6 approximations using (3.41). i) Solve the system of p equations in p @ o v p (3.42b) to yield the p coefficients, S,, of the denominator of R(z)R( -z), the desired rational approximant in z2 (the leading coefficient, 60, is assumed 1).
ii) Use the G'sAto solve for the k + 1 coefficients, yi. using (3.42a), of the numerator of R(z)R( -z).
The numerator and denominator of k(z)R^( -z ) must be factorized and, using (3.44), the corresponding s-plane squared zeros and poles i2
can thus be obtained. These finally yield the zeros and poles of the desired rational approximant in s, &).
N. NUERICALEXAMPLE
A rather celebrated example is the following (see [2] , [18D: As can be seen, the method proposed in this paper favorably compares 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Two methods for reduced-order modeling were presented. Both were based on expanding the transfer function of a given system into orthogonal polynomial series over a given frequency interval [O,oo] .
By the first method, the system's squared amplitude was expressed by a Chebyshev polynomial series. The series was then approximated in the frequency domain by a lower order rational expression in (a/oo,'. Operating with a squared variable enables the selection of poles and zeros of the reduced-order model to be in the left-hand s-plane. The Chebyshev polynomial series approximation can be viewed as a generalized Pad6 method.
In the second method, modified Chebyshev polynomials, labeled Darlington polynomials, were used to expand the system's gain. A new variable z was defined and the problem transformed into the resulting z-plane. In this plane, the Darlington series expansion became a power series (in 12, and the problem of model reduction thus became an ordinary Pad6 approximation problem in z2. Transforming back into the r-plane, a degree of freedom was once more obtained enabling the selection of stable and minimal phase reduced-order models.
The present paper reported of approximations over a low-pass frequency band only. Further results [ 161 show that bandpass, high-pass, and phase approximations can be obtained, with the second approach having the advantage in that it requires only minor changes in the computational algorithm. 
